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SIRE: TE MANIA EMPEROR  X  DAM: BOOROOMOOKA WINCH B69(AI)

DAM: Booroomooka Winch B69(AI) NGMB69SIRE: Te Mania Emperor VTME343

VENDOR  BOOROOMOOKA ANGUS

Description:
6 A Grade Embryos Extra Terms: 
Successful Buyer has option to purchase another 2 A 
grade embryos from this mating at the auction price 
(only the buyer has this option) A sensational mating 
combining the outstanding Booroomooka Winch B69  
with the highly proven Emperor. B69 has “bred the 
house down at Booroomooka”, and that is no easy 
feat. 

SIRE:
Emperor is a rare gem, who covers all the bases for 
the cattle industry: He is a trait leader for both growth 
and calving ease. His high ranking in a cross section 
of traits enables him to add significant profitability to 
the industry. He is a proven performer for structure, 
phenotype and docility.

DAM:
She is the mother of the elite Galileo G501 - chosen 
for the Angus Benchmark Programme Cohort 4. So 
far, she has had 5 sons offered and sold, at an average 
of $8,800. Her maternal strengths are shining through, 
with daughters G1 and G7 breeding so well.

Pedigree:

Six (6) Embryos

SIRE  TE MANIA EMPEROR E343(AI)

DAM BOOROOMOOKA WINCH B69(AI) NGMB69

---» TE MANIA BERKLEY B1(AI)    

---» TE MANIA LOWAN Z74(AI)(ET) 

---» BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 1407 

---»  BOOROOMOOKA WINCH Z96(AI)

Progeny EBV Percentile Prediction:

$____________

Lot 5

CE
Dir

CE
Dtrs GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK SS DC C EMA RF RF RBY IMF NFI-P NFI-F DO ABI DI HGI HGI

SIRE +3.6 +5.8 -6.2 +4.8 +51 +94 +127 +131 +10 +2.1 -7.5 +68 +4.3 +0.3 +0.5 -0.3 +2.8 +0.16 +0.12 +5 +$150 +$126 +$173 +$137

DAM +3.8 +1.9 -7.5 +3.0 +48 +83 +128 +103 +22 -0.6 -5.4 +61 +8.7 +0.9 +0.1 +0.7 +2.2 +0.19 +0.23 -11 +$145 +$116 +$157 +$138

MPV +3.7 +3.8 -6.9 +3.9 +50 +89 +128 +117 +16 +0.8 -6.5 +65 +6.5 +0.6 +0.3 +0.2 +2.5 +0.18 +0.18 -3 +$148 +$121 +$165 +$138

Breed AVG -0.2 +0.0 -3.3 +4.4 +40 +74 +96 +86 +14 +1.6 -3.4 +53 +4.3 -0.1 -0.1 +0.4 +1.4 +0.08 +0.16 +3 +99 +99 +99 +100

Buyer____________________________________
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SIRE: V A R RESERVE 1111(ET)  x  DAM: BOOROOMOOKA VOLITION C11(AI)(ET)

DAM: Booroomooka Volition C11(AI)(ET)NGMC11SIRE: V A R Reserve 1111(ET) USA16916944

VENDOR  BOOROOMOOKA ANGUS

Description:
6 A Grade Embryos: 
Successful Buyer has option to purchase another 2 A 
grade embryos from this mating at the auction price. 
(only the buyer has this option) A rare chance to secure 
the genetics of such high calibre. 

SIRE:
VAR Reserve 1111 is a exciting new sire used in the 
Booroomooka progamme. He has a unique genetic 
package with an impecable pedigree. His progeny are 
quiet, have low birth weight and then grow quickly with 
lovely muscle pattern. Reserve comes from a strong cow 
family. His maternal brothers topped sales at $250,000 
and $330,000 in 2012/13. His father B/R New Day has 
bred well and has some lovely productive daughters. 

DAM:
Volition C11 is  the chosen one, to further enhance the 
highly successful female line of Booroomooka Theo T30. 
Theo is a legend of the breed with 3459 progeny analysed. 
Theo’s progeny are renowned to be highly fertile, quiet 
, muscular, highly marbled and have excellent doing 
ability. Volition C11 is highly fertile. She is a standout 
phenotypically with style and length. Her first calf she 
raised as a two year old sold for $11,000.

Pedigree:

Six (6) Embryos

SIRE V A R RESERVE 1111(ET) USA16916944

DAM BOOROOMOOKA VOLITION C11(AI)(ET) NGMC11

---»  B/R NEW DAY 454  

---»  SANDPOINT BLACKBIRD 8809 

---» S A NEUTRON 377 

---» BOOROOMOOKA VOLITION V125(AI) 

Progeny EBV Percentile Prediction:

$____________

Lot 6

CE
Dir

CE
Dtrs GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK SS DC C EMA RF RF RBY IMF NFI-P NFI-F DO ABI DI HGI HGI

SIRE +5.1 +2.1 -5.9 +1.1 +48 +91 +107 +81 +27 +0.9 -5.1 +70 +11.6 -0.4 -1.5 +2.6 +1.5 - - +9 +$133 +$133 +$136 +$130

DAM -1.1 -2.1 -4.6 +8.4 +58 +100 +137 +143 +6 +3.8 -7.6 +71 +3.4 +2.8 +4.7 -0.8 +1.4 +0.47 +0.42 +19 +$135 +$113 +$139 +$131

MPV +2.0 0.0 -5.3 +4.8 +53 +96 +122 +112 +17 +2.4 -6.4 +71 +7.5 +1.2 +1.6 +0.9 +1.5 - - +14 +$134 +$123 +$138 +$131

Breed AVG -0.2 +0.0 -3.3 +4.4 +40 +74 +96 +86 +14 +1.6 -3.4 +53 +4.3 -0.1 -0.1 +0.4 +1.4 +0.08 +0.16 +3 +99 +99 +99 +100

Buyer____________________________________
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$____________

Pick of the Herd Flush - Sample Females Shown

VENDOR  BOOROOMOOKA ANGUS

The successful purchaser is able to pick and flush a female once from the Booroomooka Herd. The flush can be managed 
and taken place on farm at Booroomooka Angus or at an agreed recognised breeding centre. The winning bidder is to pay all 
associated costs with flushing and any export costs if applicable. The vendor guarantees a minimum of 4 A grade eggs from 
the flush. The buyer has the option to use  two straws of semen in one of the following bulls in the flush programme free of 
charge : Booroomooka Galileo G501(NGMG501), Booroomooka Barnaby E246 (NGME246) or Booroomooka Hyperno H605 
(NGMH605). This is a tremendous opportunity to get access to pick from one of Australia’s most renowned Angus maternal 
herds. The Booroomooka Angus Stud was founded in 1926 by Mr H Gordon Munro. The stud is now run by Gordon’s son 
Hugh and grandson Sinclair. In 2015, more than 850 herd book registered females will calve down. The herd has made 
significant genetic progress by a thorough selection process and undertaking large scale AI and ET programmes. The Stud 
has an Annual On Property Bull sale held in August selling over 200 Bulls.

Booroomooka Angus Female Flush

BOOROOMOOKA BARNABY E246   or   BOOROOMOOKA GALILEO G501

Fifty (50) Semen Straws

Description:

Lot 8Description:

VENDOR  BOOROOMOOKA ANGUS

Lot 7

$____________

SIRE BOOROOMOOKA BARNABY E246

SIRE BOOROOMOOKA GALILEO G501

---» S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26

---» BOOROOMOOKA PENTHOUSE B140 (AI)

---» BOOROOMOOKA EXPLOSIVE E116 (AI)

---» BOOROOMOOKA WINCH B96(AI)

G501 
Galileo

CE
Dir

CE
Dtrs GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK SS DC C EMA RF RF RBY IMF NFI-P NFI-F DO

EBV +1.3 -0.9 -6.8 +3.2 +48 +91 +144 +114 +21 +0.1 -2.1 +64 +5.7 +2.0 +1.3 +0.2 +1.5 - - +11

ACC 68% 47% 93% 94% 87% 80% 82% 79% 63% 78% 42% 70% 60% 64% 63% 54% 54% - - 88%

E246 
Barnaby

CE
Dir

CE
Dtrs GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK SS DC C EMA RF RF RBY IMF NFI-P NFI-F DO

EBV -1.3 -4.7 -0.7 +5.2 +60 +97 +136 +139 +16 +1.8 -4.2 +65 +5.5 +1.5 +2.0 -0.5 +2.1 +0.30 +0.02 +12

ACC 72% 58% 88% 93% 89% 89% 90% 86% 74% 87% 50% 77% 74% 77% 75% 70% 70% 56% 56% 88%

Buyers Option of two sires: Barnaby E246 
(NGM246)  or Galileo G501(NGMG501) Country 
eligibility will be announced prior to auction. 
Booroomooka Barnaby E246 is producing 
exceptional progeny. He is breeding cattle that 
have high growth combined with doing ability. 
Lovely temperament , excellent structure - a 
real improver for feet. He has a lovely slick coat 
and displays muscularity. His first 29 sons sold 
with a 100% clearance in 2014, selling $1,000 
above the sale average.  Booroomooka Galileo 
G501 was selected for the Angus Benchmark 
Programme Cohort 4 Progeny test programme.
Galileo is an easy doing  bull with heaps of 
length. He  is producing light calves that really 
grow on. He has a lovely quiet temperament 
and is already a trait leader for 400day and 
600day growth, with a short gestation length.

Booroomooka Barnaby E246

Booroomooka Galileo G501

Buyer____________________________________

Buyer____________________________________


